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Fig. 1. Pillbox, 2015.



  “ Racing and pursuit are the heart of every combat. “ 

 “ Neccesity is merely the adoptive mother of invention.
  War is a birth mother”  

    Virilo

 Constant disbalance beween the unlimited desire for survival and domination and the limited avail-
able resources, will always produce new conflicts. Competitions in millitary and political advances are strong 
drivers of progress of nations and countries. Military power was always a very valuable and favourable type 
of power. It is a main tool of diplomatic manipulations. Buildings, together with vechicles, projectiles and 
devices are essential elements of every millitary potential. Architecture of millitary buildings can play sig-
nificant role in design of millitary systems, and if carefully applied can maximize or minimize the potential 
effect of other military entity. Because of their staticity buildings are generally percieved as elements of de-
fense, although they can appear as part of toolset for land expansion. 

 A fortress has its psychological value, “as it provided unity and identity when there was none”(Virilo, 
1998). Materialization of millitary power in space is driven highly by properties of space, its topography, 
size, natural and artificial advantages and disadvantages.  This is most case due to geographical distribution 
of battlefields outside of urban environments, in fields, seas, air where the whole terrains can be subject 
of military planning.. In the same time the process of erection of power places a charged input into the 
chessfield of space. Indeed, spatial conflicts are detachable from their geographical context. Geographical 
character of the space influence how a specific function is manifested to perform best in critical situations. 
This pact between nature and civilization for millitary purposes is a long one, and has evolved together with 
technological and other advances.

 Before the invention of gun powder and cannon, weapons like catapult or trebouchet were useless 
aginst strong and thick Middle Age’s city walls. This is when the power was on the side of defense,when a 
handful of people could defend the space from numerous enemies. After canons were introduced, sieges be-
gan to last few days, as no wall shape neither its material were able to provide successful protection against 
the iron balls. Reactions such as reducing the height and increasing the weight of the walls, placing buildings 
partly uderground or increase of defensive artillery, were not able to follow up with the increase of fire pow-
er. With buildings being so vurnerable, space of conlict shifted in the ouskirts. The return of the battlefield as 
a conflict space was followed with appearence of trenches, line-like set of fortifications placed in the ground 
to provide a natural shield to soldiers. Progress of millitary vechicles reqired a better protection than the 
trenches were able to provide. Bunkers seem to be an archetype with a strict function to protect and at the 
same time allow for functioning which is oriented towards the source of nature. It is a architectural product 
of minimal maximization of war economy. Earth sruface provides very strong layer of protection. . This shift 
to bellow the ground was a only possible  after the advanced heavy artillery appeared as a part of battlefield 
arsenal. The improvement in defense systems compared with advances of artillery were very slow and with-



out a proper response until the reinvention of reinforced concrete. Being underground, partly or completely 
is a straight forward application of concrete with together with natural elements to produce safe places. It 
was the only solution against strong explosives used in modern world millitary conflicts. With concrete 
structures came the ability of placing whole structures underground while increasing performance levels.

 Bunkers and shelters are tightly connected types of building. What makes bunkers different from 
shelters is the notion of operability. Virilio describes a fortification as a place not for living, but for a space 
with specific function during a conflict scenario. Shelters are designed to provide protection to a group of 
people for a specific time period. It is a last resort which can give essential hope for survival. They became 
popular after the catrestuful cosequences of atomic explosion became obvious. What brings them together 
with bunkers is the fact that they are now closely related qith underground space with supplys to survive 
a blast and provide protection from period od following radiation, until the danger is gone.Place designed 
to provide specific protection from weapons to provide safe environemnt for the performance of hosting 
function. Notion of high security for highest operability marks the contraverse nature of this archetype. 
Contradicting relationship between safety and performance has resulted into a plentyful of different bunker 
examples.

 Bunkers are planned to be very durable structures. After surviving wars the bunkers of Atlantic walls 
are for years rolling over beaches of Atlantic ocean. Walls are unusually thick to provide protection from 
heavy artillery. Today’s bunkers can survive direct atomic bomb hit and continue to perform in undisturbed 
manner. It is hard to imagine how defense system can be more strengthen up than being completely under-
ground, covered with tens if meters of earth. 

 
 Virilio present the appearence of bunkers as another change of the history course “before jumping 
into the immensity of aerial space”. The process of hybridization of weapons to increase speed, efficiency, is 
inevitabely followed by hybrid architectural forms as an answer to those advances.Bunkers are battlefield 
military structures design as a perimiter defense systems of wide regions. It is a static version of millitary 
vechicle.  Atlantic Wall and Maginot Line may be the first examples of bunkers official existance as a part 
of defense system, but the archetype of bunker continued to be manifested through Europe. There are ex-
amples of contemporary mafia bunkers, thousands of Albanian bunkers from second half of 20th century, 
command bunkers. 

 Good security and protection are a mandatory feature of a space of power. Power can be percieved 
as ability of space to survive common threats while sustaining same or similar performing levels. Protected 
space is safe and provides additional layer of comfort. With safety comes potential for establishment of de-
sired conditions for performace in space, for potential further growth of power. What  also defines power of 
an entity is potential for expansion. Resistance is an power of interior while expansion is power of exterior, 
and for a sustainale existance, there must be continuous balance between them. The speed of Nazi’s Blitz  at-
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tacks, not properly followed with the speed of controll strength over newely acquired territories is according 
to Virilo important reason of Nazi’s defeat. With expansion the need for resistance is required, an act of rein-
forcment of controll of newly conquered space. During the expansion, an entity usually transforms aquired 
spaces into supporting units of the expansion. One of the way a force of power force tryes to prolongue its 
domination  by marking and exploiting resources of different geographical regions to create perimeter con-
troll around important political controll. Millitary architecture is under the patronage of very demanding 
political powers.

 Bunker is considered to be a German invention which was a for the first time exstensivly used as a 
popular millitary element during World Wars. According to Admiral Jean Lemmonier “Atlantic Wall com-
prised  15,000 construction works of which 4000 were major works and 9000 batteries” (Virilio, 1998). Shape 
of bunker is very dependant on on its size, function and location. Portion of bunker which is above the 
ground level serves for direct relationship towards the environment. Bunkers belong to the part of defense 
system which adresses heavy arsenal of airplanes, artillery, tanks, missles, bombs. Usually there is always a 
part which is completely underground and has a function to provide self-sufficiency of bunker operations. 
Size of bunker can vary from a small battery to huge bunker facilities located literally under the mountains.  
Bunkers can be also divided according to the level of direct engagement in war. Simple batteries, pill boxes 
or Bunkern are placed around strategic points to provide direct millitary resistance towards the enemy while 
with increase of size, more passive, logistic role becomes predominant.The size and purpose of a bunker 
are also defining vurnerability level of the bunker. Nazis were building bunkers to hold huge missles and 
rockets. These underground  structures were huge and their purpose was to serve as a remote, hidden rocket 
launcher.Even the submarines had their protected ports which were resistant to direct hit of the plane bomb.  
The incredible number of Nazi bunkers and variety of their purposes are a study of space of local geopolitics, 
the geopolitics of the battlefield.

 In one of the chapters Virilo implicitly connects the appearence of bunkers with Occidental military 
tought. The main feature of this millitary ideology is that of a battlefiled, a specific area where the conflict is 
happening, as if the war space is divided into zones of conflict. This is presented together with the different 
phylosophy of war present in Eastern countries, where the whole country is transformed into a battlefield. 
An example is a guerilla strategy of Vietnamese army during the unsuccessful invasion of United States.

 Bunker is space product of power’s survival instict. It is the closest step architecture reached to-
wards the untangible line of mobility. But there is another type of mobility which allowed for widespread 
of bunkers. Technological advances, especially in terms of communication, electronic devices are warefare 
elements which had important influence on shape of the millitary landscape . Ability for remote communi-
cation allowed controll over big pieces of land, and therefore inspired changes in way how the millitary land-
scape is percieved. 20th century saw many gigantic projects where whole geographical regions were subject 

to millitary architecture. An example is network of German radars  in WWII with range of 300 km, directly 
connected with the anti-aircraft missle systems placed around endangered spaces. This is how the element 
of higher prediction was introduced into the millitary landscape (Virilio, 1998).Comand bunkers are direct 
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result of advances in the field of communication and information technologies. This type of bunkers can 
differ in size and examples from London and Berlin tells that bunkers can exist within urban environment 
too. From those spaces whole war was fought with newly available communication devices.

 Food, weapons, logistics, topology are some of the factors which determine lifetime of this tempo-
rary archetypes. There is usually a very strict and planned system of bunker operation. While the Italian 
government was trying to break the Cosa Nostra, another mafia organization started growing under the area 
of south Italy. What was very specific for this group was that they dug many tunnels to perform their illegal 
operations. Entrances to tunnels were hidden inside of particular buildings, under the stair, behind walls, 
floors. The raise and power of bunker-mafia is present in the name of one of the court rooms Aula Bunker, 
where the trials against this criminal organization are held. This was a significant change in relation to policy 
of Cosa Nostra, to perform outside, to create power by fear, by showing off. The tactic of Pesce clan was quite 
different, it was discrete, hidden, but very well planned and organized “underground system”. 

 There is a very important weak point of bunker architecture which is that they require significant 
construction works, and therefore could be recognized even before they are built. Because the feature of be-
ing “invisible” is important part of bunker defensive strategy, revealing the location of the bunker can make 
it completely unuseful. This is exactly how Italian Caribinieri found the hidden bunker of very important 
mafia member Ciccio Pesce by monitoring the construction activities from the air.

  Bunker is only effective as long as it invisible, hidden, secret. The flattened and rounded angles of 
Nazi bunkers, provided a protection from missles by diverting them, and also produced no sufficient shad-
ows, which makes bunkers hardly visible from air. Because of statical nature of bunkers the concept of cam-
ouflage is very important. It requires great creativity to design place which is at the same time untouchable 
by the enemy, but which at the same times gives opportunuty for counter attack. Hiding the bunker by a 
layer of camouflage provides another protection level and also a element of surprise. Depending on the sur-
rounding, bunker can be masked as a element of nature or as a fake or abandoned building. This method of 
diversion is a direct result of the handicap which comes from the fact that bunkers are not mobile. It present 
the extension of architectural domain towards its passive but active doctrine. entrance doors tend 

to be far away and hidden from the very body of the building. Sometimes several bunkers are connected by 
underground tunnels to form a disperse system of defense over a specific area to provide additional support 
to self-dependency imperatives. There seems to be a line of dispersion of defense system from one central 
point (castle) to space distribution of several smaller units with different field tasks. Another notion is that 
bunkers are found outside the urban environments, in fields, beaches, mountains. There are even whole 
aritificially made villages whose houses are just a camouflage for heavy armed bunkers. What challenges the 
camoflage method is rapid development of all types of sensors and rays, which can register bunkers without 
troubles.

 Spatial distribution of millitary forces plays a big role in the performance and success of military 
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actions. By analysing the space a certain prediction can be established like from where the enemy will ap-
proach, what are the important points and so on. According to such information a more efficient defense or 
attack strategy can be developed. Because the attack can come from any direction, from air, sea and land, 
placing statical defense element is very complex task.A spatial distribution of small bunker units is a setup 
of battlefield. Spatial distribution of bunkers usually is linear in shape. They are placed along specific lines 
which are percieved as high-potential areas of conflict. This feature resembles the trenches which also are an 
military archetype invented together with use of fire arms. Protection of space is in most cases related with 
static elements which, because of their disability to move  have to be carefully distributed, they have to be 
placed to provide support to eachother. These distributions are result of the war ecenomy which pushes the 
concept of maximizing the effect while minimising the cost, to the extreme. According to weapon ranges, 
function, and other bunker’s specification, a detailed plan of distribution is required for their maximum 
performance. This is usually done according to specificity of topography whose properties are evaluated by 
advantages and disadvatanges it creates for the confronted sides of the conflict.

 Virilo’s description of bunker :” ..restrained volume. Its rounded or flattened angles, the thickness of 
its walls, the embrasure systems, the various types of concealment for its rare openings; its armor plating, 
iron doors and air filters - all this depicts another millitary space, new climatic reallity”- allow us to imagine 
the space where men were sentenced to fight for their lives during defense operations . Specific psychological 
element accompanies bunkers, an experience common within enclosed, isolated, but very active and attrac-
tive spaces. It is more of a point in space, which is very valuable part of defense system, but a valable target 
too. A huge static weapon with moving threats and targets. 

 Siege of Sarajevo as a part of millitary conflict events inside of Yugoslavia is a rare example of modern 
siege. Hills and mountains surrounding the city were places where snipers were positioned against to shoot 
the inhabitants. This siege lasted for few years, producing fear, victims, a catastrophic human disaster. A 
system of shelters, tunnels, bunkers accompanied the life struggle until the end of war. What is special about 
this case is that central urban environment had to be used as a defensible space. Every spot was percieved 
according to how available was it for the snipers. Built environment formed a netwrok of protected spaces. 
First victim was shot on the bridge between Miljacka river.

 Bunkers are becoming more irrelevant with advances of missle navigation, which today provides 
precission measured in meters,  or even less. In the time bunkers appeared, precision of bombs dropped by 
planes was measured in hundreds of meters. There are even “smart missles” designed to target underground 
buildings. Those missles are not activated when they touch the ground, but rather the explosion is pro-
longued till it penetrates into the space of bunker.

 As a part of bunker phylosophy, during the WWII there was an idea of mobile bunker, i kind of hy-
brid between a building and a vechicle. There were plans for a huge movable bunker, something that would 
be a high-tech version of siege tower. Extending the mobility of bunkers seems to be the next step, but sig-
nificant loss of static features, reduces the role of architecture. Bunkers can be observed as a most successful 
effort to bring the static space into vechicle, without crossing that boundary. Although there is a strong 
unification process between vechicle and missle, building will always remain as a independent entity.

 I think bunkers are proof that the sciences of space, architecture, construction and planning can 
be a valuable asset of military forces even with the mobility limitations. From general perspective bunker 
is either self sufficient independent unit or  part of the system of same units, placed in space to defend and 
controll it. This is an extreme of architectural discourse towards active participation in defending of spaces. 
The performance of bunkers is completely in hands of their builders. Both the design and the location are 
equally important  factors of the bunker’performance. They prooved succesful in World Wars, were very 
popular during the Cold War, and became luxury real estate commodities in 21st century. Distribution of 



static bunkers has a big effect on their performance. Operating plan is designed according to the plans, so 
there is another void to be filled with proper architectural support. The bunker is that single point in the 
field, which can protect it and have a significant performance during a significant time period. It is a vechicle 
for snipers.
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